Unlike most books on this subject, It's Not What You've Got is not a how-to manual on spending and saving for kids, but rather a positive, spiritual approach to the meaning of money. Why make your kids wait till they are 30 to figure out that blaming others, making excuses and trying to find satisfaction in material things is wasting their time? Also recommended: No Excuses!: How What You Say Can Get In Your Way Incredible You! This book provides a positive, spiritual approach to the meaning of money for kids. It's Not What You've Got addresses the topics of money and abundance, with the understanding that children's earliest thoughts and perceptions about money will last throughout their lives. The concepts presented in this beautifully illustrated book include: Money does not define who you are; it doesn't matter what others have, and abundance comes in many forms. See all Product description. Customers who bought this item also bought. It is five. They are five. 17. I haven't got money. no none some any 18. There are people here already. I studied I've studied I learn I've studying 31. I spoke to a girl who was from Barcelona. what which who whose 32. I was in America two weeks. during for in on 33. When I looked out of the window, it was snowing it were snowing it snowed it's snowing 34.